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1 Portrait
Photograph
Biographical Information
Farhad Hassanzadeh was born in 1962 in Abadan, a town in the south of Iran by the side of the Arvand River at Iran-Iraq border and one of the main sites of oil extraction and refining. The modern development of this town and its unique and liberal civil ambience in the 1960s made Abadan the paragon of modernization in Iran. In the decade that followed and as the Islamic revolution gained pace, Abadan became the center and the forerunner of national strikes, well establishing its place in the context of political transformations. It was besieged in the 1980s during the first days of Iran-Iraq war, getting almost obliterated in the wartime and contributing the highest number of war migrants. Hassanzadeh spent his childhood and adolescence in this town.
Hassanzadeh began his creative activities at his early teens, a few years before the revolution, by joining literary and artistic institutes for children and adolescents. Under the supervision of the lecturers in these institutes, he started writing plays and stories for his peers and fellow citizens. Afterwards, in high school, he focused more on playwriting. His drama teacher at high school taught him about modern, critical writers and playwrights, especially about Bertolt Brecht’s writing style. When war broke out, Hassanzadeh was eighteen. He had to leave his hometown during the wartime.
Migration and life in some of the largest cities of Iran with their different cultures and social atmosphere, such as Isfahan, Shiraz, Yazd, Ahwaz, Andimeshk, Dorud, and finally Tehran, and also having to take on various jobs, from industrial labor to technical services gained him valuable life experiences. Hassanzadeh's profound understanding of differences, whether due to geography, class, or character, took a clearer shape and matured further as a result of those experiences.
At the same time, though, this migration deprived him of professional literary pursuits. Hassanzadeh remembers this deprivation with bitterness. For years, his passion for literature remained buried beneath the heavy weight of political upheavals and, for Hassanzadeh, who was a war migrant, the idea of returning to literary creativity was a dream that was in complete contrast to the bitter social and political truths surrounding him. Like all war exiles, Hassanzadeh was far from his geographical hometown, but this desolation was doubly imposed on him since he was also kept away from literature, the springboard to his dreams and ideas. Although he managed to improve his graphic and visual perception by learning calligraphy and photography, his general professional career began at the early 1990s, when the war ended. The two significant and decisive historical and political events, namely the revolution and the war, made a deep impact on his mind and soul; in particular the war, the Iraqi invasion, overhauled his destiny. The depth of this impact can be seen in most of his fiction, including his war novels. One of the aftermaths of the war was the dislocation and vagrancy of many of the southerners in Iran, separating Hassanzadeh from his circle of artistic friends. After years of wandering, Hassanzadeh finally became involved in journalism for children in Tehran in 1989.
and began working with Iranian children's and young adult magazines. His focus on writing stories, especially for children and teenagers, began in these years, pulling him into continuous reading and literary creativity. He published his first book entitled The Adventures of the Fox and the Bee in 1991. The manuscripts of the books and plays he had written before were lost in the years of migration, but in working with organizations, magazines, writers, and illustrators in Tehran, and nourished by the plethora of stories that he had stored in his memory during these years, he was able to become an estimable writer in a short time. Hassanzadeh had married in 1989, and in 1991 his son was also born. He considers emotional involvement with his child and the experience of reading children's books to him as one of the important stages of his growth as an author. Although it seems that in writing stories, Hassanzadeh relies on his personal experiences more than anything, his connection to children of various generations and spheres has never been severed, and his writings have always been praised for reflecting the realities and problems of different generations of Iranian teens. For example, The Computer Crow (1999) was not only his first work about the influence of the internet and cyberspace on children's lives, but also the first Iranian children's book on the subject. This endeavor persisted in his other books such as This
Weblog Will Be Transferred and made him a vanguard writer in Iran in this field. Hassanzadeh tries to keep himself updated with children's and teenagers' ongoing experiences by being continually present at schools, being accessible to his audience online and via public media, and holding story-reading events and practical workshops. As a result, he is virtually one of the best-known figures of children's literature among his real audience and at schools.
Hassanzadeh, who wrote short stories and poetry at the onset of his career, published his first young adult novel entitled Mashoo in the Fog in 1995, which became the chosen book of the year by the Institute for the Intellectual Development of Children and Young Adults (Kanoon) and was also praised in the Annual Book Fair held by the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance. During his career, Hassanzadeh has published over 80 books in various genres such as short stories, long stories, novels, fables, fantasy, comedy, and biographies. Hassanzadeh’s works mainly comprise children’s and young adult literature, winning him the Golden Moon Award in 2000, an award given to the best writer of children’s and young adult books in the past twenty years. However, his works also include acclaimed, successful writings for adults. For instance, The Backyard, a novel that was nominated for and won numerous awards in 2004 and was critically acclaimed, is a novel in Hassanzadeh’s particular style but targeted at the adult reader, dealing with the disintegration of human relations and the breakdown of friendships and families as a consequence of the 1979 revolution, Saddam’s invasion of Iran, the war, and its aftermaths.
Hassanzadeh has also worked with important children's literary press, including Soroush Nojavan, Soroush Koodak, Aftabgardan (the first children’s newspaper in Iran), and Keyhan Bacheha, having a hand in their foundation and growth. He is currently in charge of the literature pages in Docharkheh Magazine, which has the highest circulation among the Persian press for young
adults. In this magazine, Hassanzadeh tries to keep perpetually in touch with the readers, whether by correspondence or face-to-face conversations, discovering the most enigmatic problems on their mind and using them in the stories that he unwaveringly writes for each issue of the magazine. Writing about the deep impact of the digital revolution and multimedia space is one of the results of this connection with the readers. Apart from writing for children, Hassanzadeh has also played a pivotal role in fostering periodicals that are about children's books. He was the executive editor of Research Quarterly for Children's and Young Adult Literature for four years, the most
important magazine engaged in the criticism and review of children's literature in those years, working for which made Hassanzadeh familiar with theoretical and critical ideas. However, Hassanzadeh's civil pursuits are not limited to the press. He has been one of the founder members of the Association of Writers for Children and Youth, an association that is now the most important civil and trade association for the writers of children's and young adult literature. He has also been selected unanimously as a board member for three terms. Moreover, he has tried to update traditional story making techniques by rewriting ancient legends and fables.
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and, in this manner, has endeavored to put their technical and cultural potentials to use in this way. Writing the biographies of historical figures in the form of fiction for young adults is another method that he has chosen for establishing cultural ties with teenagers. Furthermore, he has twice been the secretary of the Home Libraries Festival, a civil measure taken to expand home libraries and encourage book reading habits in neighborhoods and across town. In addition, he has been a judge for Sepidar Award, the award given to the best children’s books on protecting the environment.
In recent years, apart from the previously mentioned genres, Hassanzadeh has been particularly busy with rewriting and retelling stories. Hassanzadeh's rewritings are artistic cultivations of pre-existing stories, told in a language that today's adolescents find familiar. Modernizing old works of Persian literature is a long-established genre in children's and young adult Persian literature. Hassanzadeh has offered successful and acclaimed instances of this genre by rewriting the works of some of the most important Persian poets, e.g. Rumi, Saadi, and Nezami in the form of modern novels, story illustrated stories for young children. At the
same time though, his interpretation of retelling and rewriting goes beyond the demarcations of this genre, and, in The Children of Depths, he experiences with a different type of rewriting. The Children of Depths is based on the memoir of one of the best social observers of children’s and adolescents’ prisons or Iran Juvenile Delinquents Correction Center. Hassanzadeh has transformed this memoir to short stories. His storytelling skills have put other media such as visual ones at his disposal as well. In 1997, a series adapted from the novel Mashoo in the Fog was broadcast from Channel 1 on Iranian national TV. Hassanzadeh wrote a script for a series called Gojamba that was broadcast in 2007. Furthermore, an animated series was adapted from his book Namaki and the Snake with Spectacles, produced by Iranian national TV and broadcast by it in 2012.
Mehrdad Ghaffarzadeh has made a film adapted from the short story “The Longest Ruler in the World,” in part of which Hassanzadeh himself plays the role of a writer. Recently, he has started collaborating with Mohammad Ali Talebi, a renowned Iranian filmmaker for children and teenagers, and is writing a script for a series based on the novel The Moon’s Guest and a film script based on the novel Call Me Ziba. In addition, the cinematic department of the Institute for the Intellectual Development of Children and Young Adults (Kanoon) has approved the production of a film adapted from the novel Hasti.
Also, in recent years, Hassanzadeh has been able to create popular characters in Iranian children's and young adult literature, which does not have a character-based narrative tradition. For example, children have favored Kooti Kooti, and Hasti has been popular among teenagers. This has bestowed a particular feature on the relations between Hassanzadeh and his audience. He still maintains his relations with his audience online and also in book-reading sessions at schools, institutes, and NGOs and has been able to achieve the highest honors in Iranian children's and young adult literature in the past ten years.
His works have won awards time and again from numerous organizations, such as Islamic Republic of Iran’s Book of the Year, the Children’s Book Council of Iran, the Institute for the Intellectual Development of Children and Young Adults (Kanoon), Flying Turtle Award, the Association of Writers for Children and Youth, the Cultural Society of Children’s Publishers, and Young Adult Audience Award.

Farhad Hassanzadeh is now a national figure and a renowned literary, cultural, and civil personality, as well as one of the most popular writers of children and young adult works in Iran; so much so that the national message sent on the International
Children’s Book Day, which is always composed by one of the distinguished figures involved with children, was sent by him to Iranian children in the present year (2016). His influential, continued presence, his diversified works, and the great reception of his works led the Institute for the Intellectual
Development of Children and Young Adults (Kanoon), the most creditable and oldest governmental organization for children's literature in Iran, to nominate him for Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award 2017. Hassanzadeh was present in Frankfurt Book Fair this year, representing the Association of Writers for Children and Youth and approved by the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, as a national figure and on behalf of Iranian children's and young adult writers, and he delivered a speech there. In this year, he also made two speeches in the University of Belgrade upon their invitation, one on "The Rise of Children's Literature in Iran" and the other one on "The Impact of War on Children's Literature in Iran."
In parts of his speech, he mentioned some of his motives behind writing for children and the connections between his life and his time with the works he had created: “First of all, every author writes some part of himself. In the works of every writer, one can find a piece of the writer’s real present or past and travel to the mazes with him or her. A part of my life, my teen years, coincided with years in which two major historical events occurred: first, the 1979 revolution and secondly, a war that started two years after the revolution and lasted eight years....
The second point is that I think perspective matters a lot.... My perspective has always been different from that of the ones who look at this phenomenon in an idealistic and sloganized manner. For me, writing of war has always been accompanied with a humane, anti-violence view.... The third point is that children in each country should learn about the historical and onerous epochs of their land. This learning is not limited to history books or textbooks. What novels and stories have embedded in them is the blend of truth and life. The fourth point is that Iran is
situated in the Middle East, the perpetual center of political and military crises. Since literature reflects the quintessence of a country, writing about such matters is normal.” Farhad Hassanzadeh’s life story has a tight connection with his fiction. “When soldiers who fought at the front talked of their memories, I heard stories instead,” he said. In his speech in the University of Belgrade, he spoke of the connection between today’s literature in Iran and the ancient traditions of Persian storytelling and pointed to the connection between the extant
stories in national and local cultures and the new forms of narrating stories, “The modern form of children’s and young adult literature in Iran has almost 100 years of history under its belt, but the tree we see today has a root that goes back thousands of years. Iran is an ancient land with a history full of ups and downs, with ancient legends and myths. One can still find some relics from those ages on some mountains and plains, tangible, visible relics. But how about intangible, invisible relics? In my opinion, today’s literature of Iran is a train that rides on the tracks of ancient literature.
Some writers and poets have rewritten a number of stories and legends from the past, turning them into books. Another segment of today's literature is based on oral works, such as stories, lullabies, fables, and jokes. The tree of today's literature has its roots in those stories, fables, and myths.”

The national feature has caused Hassanzadeh to transcend the geographical coordinates of his birthplace, and, this year, in addition to the honoring ceremony held for him during Arvand Festival in his hometown, his works are also officially praised in Azerbaijan Province
in the northwest of Iran. In the last days of 2016, Hassanzadeh won the Best Novel of the Year Award for Call Me Ziba. He is currently living in Tehran, still constantly working with periodicals and engaged in literary pursuits.
Statement on the Candidate's Contribution to Children's Literature
The Children’s Book Council of Iran
The Children’s Book Council of Iran is honored to nominate Farhad Hassanzadeh as the Iranian candidate for the 2018 Hans Christian Andersen Award because of his undeniable share in cultivating high-quality literature, focusing on humane and universal topics, raising challenging issues, and engaging in civil pursuits for promoting children’s and young adult literature.
Farhad Hassanzadeh is an Iranian writer who has had an influential presence in children’s and young adult literature in Iran in the past quarter century. Through his novels, stories, rewritings of old tales, poems, biographies, and journalistic essays, he has been able to encourage a broad spectrum of audiences in various age groups to read literary works. Hassanzadeh's personal life has been full of ups and downs and he has rich life experience. He was born in Abadan, an oil-rich southern town in Iran. Before the 1979 revolution, Abadan was a relatively developed, industrial town due to the largest oil refinery of the country being located there, and it also played an important role in the events that led to the revolution. With the advent of the eight-year Iran-Iraq war (1980-1988), Abadan became a war zone, and many of its citizens had to abandon the town and migrate. After leaving Abadan and going through all sorts of jobs, including technical labor, Hassanzadeh was finally able to engage in his favorite career, namely creative writing. By climbing the literary ladder, he has become one of the distinguished writers of contemporary Iran. Diverse life experience has enabled him to create a broad spectrum of characters, circumstances, and locations and write for various age groups. However, the richness of his life experience has not made him into a mere memoir writer. Hassanzadeh has
succeeded in being flexible in the world of literature as well as the real world, creating new themes, forms, parlance, and locations through maintaining his natural curiosity. In his fiction, he has written about the effects of war on civilians, migration and vagrancy, teenage love, shanty town dwellers and children in shanty towns, teenagers’ special world (particularly that of the teenage girls), comedy and wit, social taboos, and different geographical regions and areas. These topics demonstrate that although Hassanzadeh writes primarily for Iranian readers, he is a writer with an all-inclusive, universal message. The great number of Hassanzadeh’s books, the warm reception of his works, the numerous awards his works have won, all the reviews, academic articles, and the many dissertations written about his works, and also the translation of some of his works to other languages are all evidence that he has been successful in conveying his universal message.
One of the topics of Hassanzadeh's novels, especially his young adult novels, is the eight-year Iran-Iraq war. In these works, he seldom depicts war scenes and direct military engagements; rather, his focus is on explaining the consequences of war for civilians. He tells the story of those whose land has been invaded, who have had to migrate due to the war, have lost their homes and jobs, and have been dislodged from their human relations network. As war exiles, Hassanzadeh's protagonists have had to start from square one. Migration and vagrancy have had serious effects on the lives of these characters, some of them adolescents, and they continue to wrestle with these effects even decades after the end of the war. However, the remarkable point is that Hassanzadeh has tried to distance himself from the propagandist, official war literature as much as possible and see the issue in a humane light. The Iran-Iraq war is a subject about which the state has shown much sensitivity and many propagandist books have been produced about it, books that neglect the destructive effects of war and only praise it. However, Hassanzadeh has never stopped looking at war and its destructive effects from a humanitarian standpoint and has tried to address the damaging dimensions of war as far as the conditions within the country allow. His standpoint should actually be understood as pacifist and anti-war, praising peace by portraying the destructive effects of war.
Hassanzadeh's taboo-breaking acts in his young adult novels are not limited to raising the issue of war. He has also addressed other topics about which the state is sensitive and are not easy to discuss. For example, in some of his works, he has taken up the topic of sexual abuse and raping (especially of boys); a topic that, in spite of its importance and the serious harm it causes in rough, masculine environments, has had little representation in Persian novels. In another example, Hassanzadeh has addressed girls' puberty, some girls' dissatisfaction with their gender, and last but not least the issue of their gender identity—topics that according to an unwritten rule are among forbidden ones.
The influence of raising such issues will be more evident when we notice that the narrators in these stories are themselves activist girls, exertive, possessive agency, talking in their own voices in Hassanzadeh’s novels, confronting the reader with a first person narrative. Another one of Hassanzadeh’s taboo-breaking acts is addressing teenage love. With all its passion and excitations, teenage love is one of the subjects that other Iranian writers rarely take up, and official institutions do not normally consider it to be an appropriate subject for young adult novels. Teenage love is present in many of Hassanzadeh’s novels and the reader not only finds a description of teenagers’ emotional state, but also understands how the issue can be misinterpreted as sinful in traditional communities and, as a result, be suppressed. Yet another instance is Hassanzadeh writing about marginalized and fringe characters. Sometimes, being marginalized and in the fringe incorporates difficult mental or physical conditions. In Hassanzadeh’s novels, we see characters who suffer from physical or mental disabilities due to the war or other special pathologies, and the impacts of these disabilities affect their lives and those of their family members. For example, the protagonist of one of Hassanzadeh’s novels is a teenage girl who is a child laborer and, as such, exposed to various threats and abuses in Tehran. Her father has a mental disorder due to fighting in the war and is in a
mental asylum. In this novel, these two marginalized characters go to the city center and the rich enclaves. The story takes shape in the context of the contrast between the center and the margin. In many others of Hassanzadeh’s novels, too, we witness characters from all walks of life with different beliefs and ideas. Because of such high diversity in his works, Hassanzadeh has been able to offer a realistic image of Iran, with all its differences and variations, inviting the reader to extend a similar acceptance to others. Another instance of Hassanzadeh’s dauntlessness is that he writes about cyberspace, the internet, modern urban locations, and relatively new types of characters and events in Iran. The protagonist of one of his novels is a teenage girl who has found a new sense of agency by using the internet and writing a blog. The teenage lingo used by this girl, which is different from the usual formal language used by adults and reflects her outlook on the world, has been very well depicted in this work. Discussing generation gap and the different viewpoint of the new generation is another example showing Hassanzadeh’s courage to address issues that are not commonly raised in Persian young adult novels.
However, the strength of Hassanzadeh’s fiction is not limited to his courage in bringing up fresh topics, especially in young adult novels. The form and expressive style he uses in his works are also creative and make them interesting to read. In the novel *This Weblog Will Be Transferred*, the story is written in the form of blog posts. Each chapter of the book is a blog post written by the narrator, a teenage girl, and commented on by others. By reading these comments, the reader of the novel discovers the untold parts of the story and realizes that the commenters are themselves characters in the story. This creative new form, which results from Hassanzadeh’s familiarity with cyberspace and teenagers’ special world, has made the novel a page-turner. Among Hassanzadeh’s other innovations in narration, one should mention his vernacular writings. The atmosphere of the southern regions of Iran, the accent with which the locals in these regions speak, their ways and traditions, and their particular lifestyle are captured in many of Hassanzadeh’s novels. The attention paid to this certain region, which is well known to Hassanzadeh, carry the readers, without causing them any hardship, to places and worlds that are not very familiar, making the reading experience more colorful and enjoyable. Another one of Hassanzadeh’s techniques is his frequent usage of humor and wit. Characters and even the narrator (writer) use humor and puns in Hassanzadeh’s stories
stories and novels, something that make the reader smile in the middle of serious or even dire situations. Of course, Hassanzadeh also has stories and novels in which the whole work is based on a comic situation or event. In the Kooti Kooti series, written for children, he has been able to create comic stories with the help of a loveable character. Writing comedy for children is one of the most difficult things a professional writer might undertake and Hassanzadeh has been able to write a comic series for children by creating a centipede called Kooti Kooti featuring in three illustrated books. The high sales of this series in the Iranian book market, its translation into other languages
such as Mandarin, English, Kurdish, and Malay, and also the production of plushies and toys based on the character Kooti Kooti show that Hassanzadeh has been successful in creating comedy for his audience. 

Hassanzadeh is a professional writer and has earned a living solely through writing for years now, a very rare phenomenon given the condition of the Iranian book market. A sign of his professionalism is his ability to write in different genres for a broad spectrum of readers in various age groups. Besides writing young adult novels and stories, Hassanzadeh also writes for adults and for children. He composes poetry, too, and rewrites Persian classics.
for contemporary readers. Furthermore, Hassanzadeh has written stories based on the biographies of famous Iranians and has published his journalistic essays and the comic pieces he has written for periodicals in a book. This diversity in literary genres show his natural, innate skill in writing. The target readers of his works are also vastly diverse. As mentioned, Hassanzadeh has written for everyone, from preschoolers to adults. The awards given to his books, whether written for children or adults, show his success in creating these literary works.

Apart from professional writing, Hassanzadeh is also a civil activist. He is a founder member of the Association of Writers for Children and Youth, an NGO and a trade association in which Iranian writers gather. Moreover, Hassanzadeh is also active in promoting reading and books. He has a continuous, pronounced presence at schools in Tehran and other cities in Iran, reading his published stories, as well as those he is still writing, for the students, and, while encouraging
to read, uses their feedback on his stories. Hassanzadeh also tours towns and cities across the country in the company of other Iranian writers to promote children's literature. In addition, he visits the schools and centers for children with special needs and include their students in the experience of enjoying literature. Going to Iran Juvenile Delinquents Correction Center, Tehran Central Branch, is another one of Hassanzadeh's civil pursuits. He has published a collection of stories based on the inmates' memories. Hassanzadeh is also in charge of one of the literature pages in a weekly magazine for children and young adults, which enables him to be constantly in touch with his audience and truly know them and their world.

In his over quarter-century career in children's and young adult literature, Farhad Hassanzadeh has succeeded in creating over eighty works and won more than thirty national awards. His stories have been and are being adapted into films and animations. More than seventy reviews and introductions have been written about Hassanzadeh's works and fifteen master's theses have focused on studying his writings. Hassanzadeh has received the Art Medal of the First Degree from the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance for creating lasting characters in children's and young adult literature. He has been nominated by cultural organizations for various international awards, including a nomination by the Intellectual Development of Children and Young Adults (Kanoon)
for Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award, Kanoon being one of the oldest and most important governmental organizations active in the field of children's and young adult literature in the country. In the recent years, Hassanzadeh has been an important name in organizations and centers engaged in children's literature. The Association of Writers for Children and Youth has asked him to write the New Year's message, which not only has a symbolic value but also shows that Hassanzadeh is becoming a national figure in children's and young adult literature in Iran. Also, Hassanzadeh has been presented by this same association as an active promoter of books and book-reading. Few awards in children's and young adult literature have not been given to Hassanzadeh in the recent years. There have been numerous honoring ceremonies and celebrations held for him in various provinces of the country.
The Children’s Book Council of Iran deems Farhad Hassanzadeh a worthy nominee for the 2018 Hans Christian Andersen Award because of his undeniable share in promoting high-quality literature for children and young adults, his ability to write for all age groups and in all literary genres (from picture books to novels for adults), his choice of universal and humane topics, and his courage in addressing challenging issues. The Children’s Book Council of Iran deems Farhad Hassanzadeh a worthy nominee for second time in 2020 Hans Christian Andersen Award because of his undeniable share in promoting high-quality literature for children and young adults, his ability to write for all age groups and in all literary genres (from picture books to novels for adults), his choice of universal and humane topics, and his courage in addressing challenging issues.
4 Appreciative Essays
Interviews or Articles
More than 70 reviews, essays, and researches have been written on Farhad Hassanzadeh's works so far, 24 of which have been academic researches in the form of dissertations or independent studies that were presented in scholarly conferences or published as scholarly research articles. Out of these 24, eight have been solely about on Farhad Hassanzadeh's works and, in the rest, Hassanzadeh's works made up the lion's share of the studied or surveyed sources in these studies.

In these researches and articles, Hassanzadeh's works have been studied from various aspects. Some of the most important aspects, approaches, or subjects that have been focused on in Hassanzadeh's works have been humor; motivating children to think, especially think critically; resistance (war) literature; love; feminist criticism, emphasizing gender roles; and studying the role of women in his works. Humor has been one of the most frequent of these topics, and about six articles and academic researches have been written about humor in his works. In two separate studies, Safayee and Adhami have examined the techniques and methods of humor-writing used by Hassanzadeh. Based on the results of these studies, Hassanzadeh employs his special techniques for humor-writing in the stories by using various techniques and drawing on narrative elements like characterization, plot, culmination, resolution,...
He also makes use of literary devices, such as simile, sarcasm, and personification to offer a humorous content to his readers, whether children or young adults. Studying the different ways of nurturing and stimulating thinking among children has been one of the most popular research topics in the academic field of children's literature in the recent years in Iran and it seems that Hassanzadeh's works have been well used for these studies. Four studies with this topic have focused on Hassanzadeh's works, and all of them have emphasized the positive, constructive role of his works in nurturing and shaping different types of thinking, especially critical thinking, in children. Another topic that has attracted researchers' attention to Hassanzadeh's works is the feminist approach seen in them. The presence of female characters in his works has brought these works, especially his novels, to critics' attention from the aspect of gender roles and feminist criticism. Two separate studies compare Hassanzadeh's female characters with those created by other authors. These two studies are: "Women Narrated by Men" by Maryam Kohansal and "A Critical Analysis of the Discourse in Today's Young Adult Fiction with Female Protagonists" by Fatemeh Ghane. The researchers have come to the conclusion that Hassanzadeh's female characters, in particular Hasti (who will be discussed in detail later), have
more power and agency and have been able to influence their own life path and that of their acquaintances by their acts. Some of the older articles were somehow a review of Hassanzadeh’s oeuvre. At the time when these articles were written, the number of Hassanzadeh’s works and also the quality of his stories and novels were not the same, but a look at these articles shows the process that Hassanzadeh has undergone in the first 10-15 years of his writing career. In an article entitled “An Example of the Nostalgic Feeling in Children’s and Young Adult Literature: A Review of the First Period of Hassanzadeh’s Literary Activity 1989-1999,” Mohsen Hejri mentions the dominance of artistic and aesthetic factors in Hassanzadeh’s works and thus distinguishes him from the ideological trend that prevailed in Iranian children’s literature before him. Hassanzadeh, who wrote realistically at first, created works focused on social events such as the revolution, war and ensuing forced migrations, in which he blended his aesthetic outlook with bitter social realities while determining his social stand. In a way, it can be said that while narrating his stories, Hassanzadeh is inviting his readers to a sublime life paradigm. In an article of the same style (“Slowly and Steadily with Firm Steps: A Look at Farhad Hassanzadeh’s Stories”) Roohollah Mehdipoor Omrani reviews Hassanzadeh’s most
significant works up to that point, maintaining that Hassanzadeh is at the brink of influencing children’s and young adult literature by experiencing with writing styles and unobtrusive innovations and that the variety of his styles and writing experiences have made him an innovative, influential figure in Iranian children’s literature. According to the writer of this article, Hassanzadeh climbs the rungs of the writing ladder step by step, slowly and steadily. Some of Hassanzadeh’s works, especially his novels, have been more used as topics of reviews and studies. One of the most frequent novels in these studies is Hasti, which has been the subject of fifteen of such studies and reviews.

The studies have been from different aspects and each has used a different approach to analyze this novel and the character Hasti. Some of the key points in these essays will be mentioned below. In a research for her master’s dissertation, Fatemeh Ghane has concluded that Hasti is distinguished from other Iranian young adult novels in that it breaks gender stereotypes. Analyzing this novel by Norman Fairclough’s critical discourse analysis shows that Hassanzadeh has depicted a new identity of Iranian girls in Hasti. Therefore it can be said that this novel has been influenced by recent social changes in Iran regarding women and is at the same time a cultural move influencing the process of these changes in Iranian society.
Another study conducted by Farzaneh Aghapoor and Dr. Saeed Hessampoor which offers a carnivalesque reading of three Iranian young adult novels, finds Hasti a carnivalesque novel with a very iconoclastic character who, by revealing an unequal, authoritarian relation between the child and the adult, gives the young adult the opportunity of getting strong and restoring his/her desired identity. Hasti’s iconoclastic acts in a society where teenagers are weak and ill-treated, damages the adults’ formality and authority. The papery command that Hasti’s father holds over her is torn down, and he is forced to accept Hasti’s wishes and her voice.

In Maryam Kohansal’s study, mentioned above, female characters of young adult novels by male authors are analyzed. One of the most unique among these characters is Hasti. An attractive feature in Hasti is that on the one hand she fights the limitations and prefabricated clichés about girls by her behavior in the society, but on the other hand all the beautiful attributes of “being a woman” are present in her.

As a rebellious character who is trying to challenge her gender identity, Hasti also surpasses the conventional boundaries of her dressing and appearance and at times she criticizes the conventional feminine dressing and appearance. Mahboobeh Alborzi and Nadia Ahmadi analyze the body image components
in this novel, portraying the process that Hasti goes through to understand her physical condition and her looks. However, the analysis and reviewing of Hasti are not limited to the eponymous character and some of the other characters in the novel have also been studied and analyzed. One of the most important characters in the novel is Hasti’s father and part of the plot is in fact a product of Hasti’s struggles against him. Her father is a representative of the traditional patriarchal Iranian society and Hasti opposes him openly and privately. Masoomeh Moosavian and Mahboobeh Bazmara have adeptly analyzed and appraised the role of Hasti’s father in the novel in a study with this topic, examining the father-daughter oppositions.

War is another theme in Hasti and has become the center point of some studies, including a dissertation entitled The Manifestation of [Iran-Iraq] War in Today’s Iranian Young Adult Novels. Other research topics based on Hassanzadeh’s works in general and Hasti in particular include critical thinking, presenting the ideology and methods of critical reading, and gender roles. Another theme, albeit a transient one, seen in Hasti is love. In his dissertation, Hossein Ghorbanzadeh aims to describe the significance of love and hatred in Hassanzadeh’s works and a part of it focuses on Hasti.

One of the professional characteristics of Hassanzadeh as a writer
of young adult fiction is the good relations he establishes with this age group. He knows how to create a work that can attract its audience and this is a point that was most commented on by children’s book reviewers after the publication of his novel entitled This Weblog Will Be Transferred. Robabeh Mirghiassi wrote in an analysis of this novel, “By choosing the two topics of love and blogging, which are relevant to the modern teenagers’ life experience, the author gets closer to the readers’ world and, by choosing a weblog format for narration, he gives a fresh attraction to the novel.

Choosing blogging as a topic has brought Hassanzadeh to a new zone of innovation in form, so that what all the reviewers of this novel agree on is this innovation in form. Maryam Khodabin believes that the structure chosen by the author for this story is not only innovative, but also gives the writer an opportunity for extratextual humor in comic writing. Banafsheh Mahmoodi has also pointed out the language of the work in the form of blog posts, which is actually the covert language of the current generation adolescents. In this novel, Hassanzadeh narrates an old story in a new form, a form that is completely compatible with the mentality of today’s Iranian teenagers who are present in the cyberspace.

Considering the variety and the range of Hassanzadeh’s works that
cover different genres and age groups, it is natural that the researchers and reviewers of his works should also be vastly different, not only comprising academic researchers but also amateur reviewers. A part of the reviews and analyses written on his works actually stem from personal experience and the observation of children’s and other readers’ reactions to his books, mostly contributed by librarians and book-reading promoters. One of his works with such reviews and analyses is Kooti Kooti. These articles often mention that Kooti Kooti Series is character-based and can have a positive moral effect on its young audience, having a role-model creating function. Another book by Hassanzadeh that has mostly attracted the attention of non-academic reviewers is The Seventh Bench by the Lake. Since the theme of all stories included in this collection is teenagers and their world, a part of such reviews were provided by the teenage readers themselves. Some of the topics discussed in these reviews include teenagers’ concerns, e.g. maintaining their privacy, and also using the appropriate language and tone for them. At first glance, it might seem that these reviews, notes, and analyses are of less importance than academic studies; however, the significance of this kind of literature becomes apparent when we take into account Hassanzadeh’s personality as an author who has always
cared about the opinion and reaction of his target audience. He follows these comments with utmost heedfulness and considers them when creating his next works. Therefore, it can be said that the variety and difference in the level, quantity, and quality of these writings show their different functions and of course reflect the writing characteristics of Hassanzadeh himself.
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Kenare Daryache Nimkate Haftom
(The Seventh Bench On the Lake)

“The Seventh Bench On the Lake” is a collection of short stories, one of Farhad Hasan Zade’s favorite genres. Using this genre, he tries to picture children’s unique and special moments. In many of his short stories such as this collection, Hasan Zade takes on a comic language in order to approach the reality of Iranian children’s life experiences.
This book consists of seven independent stories. The stories share the same style and similarities in content and this is what differentiates this collection from Hasan Zade's other books. All of the stories in the collection are about difficulties in children's lives that are imposed to them by the adults' logic and will. Difficulties such as teachers' domination over children's personal issues, emotional and sexual assaults, domestic violence against children, adults taking advantage of adolescents' emotional issues, and so on are some of the themes that are reflected in the stories.

The first story is about a group of classmates in an all-girls school. They are preparing themselves to welcome the return of a classmate who has been away for a while. They try to support their friend by doing some things for her and giving her a gift (a diary with lock) away from the strict school rules. At the end of the story we find out that the absent student is an adolescent girl and the reason she left the school is that one of her teachers read her personal diary and used the content against the girl in the class in order to punish her. This led the girl to undergo a severe emotional collapse.

"Like all Rabbits" is the title of one of another story in the collection. The story begins with describing a young boy who is looking at the pets from behind the window of a pet shop.
After describing the boy's inner encounter with the pets and their buyers, he enters the store and faces the shopkeeper who increasingly touches the boy's body as he takes care of the boy's order. The shopkeeper tells the boy that he can have a rabbit with a lame leg with a lower price or even for free only if he stops by the shop more frequently. At the same time, another customer enters the store and the boy who is very anxious leaves the store and that is when we see he has a difficulty in walking, as well.

"Cotton Islands" is a story about adolescents' romantic relationships in a traditional community in a large metropolitan area. The narrator is an adolescent girl who has a secret distant relationship with a boy who lives next door. A vague and stressful relationship that goes no further than just looking at each other secretly and sending secret messages to each other.

This relationship has become possible in the modern social environment of the city, but, the girl's parents realize and do not accept it. The girl's father is very upset and reacts so harshly that the boy accidentally falls down from the roof. The whole of the story is narrated by the girl a few days after this event and we become aware of the story while she is sleeping in her bed struggling with her thoughts. The father is sent to prison and the girl's family is experiencing poverty and isolation, or as the girl in the story
says: the members of the family are isolated on their cotton mattress islands.

In these stories Hasan Zade speaks of subjects with a journalist's eyes. This is due to his involvement in the field of journalism. He has been successful in creating great stories out of these journalistic contents by making skillful use of various storytelling techniques such as choosing narrator, point of view of the story and his way of telling the story. In addition, Hasan Zade takes the reader on a journey into different inner worlds of human characters of his stories without proposing any judgments about their deeds and thoughts. He simply opens up their inner world to us by applying various techniques such as describing characters' encounters with each other, narrating their thought life, and describing their worldviews. The conflicts in these stories reflect real struggles in human relationships, conflicts that are inevitable because of differences in the inner world of human beings. Hasan Zade reflects these differences in his descriptive narration technique. The climax of these human struggles can be seen in the difference between the world of adults and children. It is in these encounters that children experience the world of adults and become mature, their feeling life changes and they become more realistic and solid in their behavior and feelings.
The general background of the stories in this collection is vague and only unfolds by going forward in the story. The vagueness of the stories gives the reader the opportunity to interpret them in various ways. On the other hand, this vagueness reflects the conflicts of inner worlds of thoughts and feelings and worldviews of the human characters. The author creates clear pictures of inner feelings and emotional status of his characters. However, it is these characters themselves who are not successful in understanding their own and the other people's inner needs and feelings. This vagueness of realities helps Hasan Zade to include touches of unrealistic genres in the general realistic style of the stories without leaving the reader up in the air wondering what is going on in the story. This is
specifically seen in these two stories: “The Elf's Second Grade” and “Fish's Tears, Fish's rehearsal”.

What makes Hasan Zade's collection of short stories more important and differentiates it from works of other authors is his courage to approach challenging subjects. At times, he even goes as far to break taboos and push boundaries by writing stories about subjects that have long been forbidden to approach. He tries to approach these subjects from children's viewpoint and show how they see and experience these problems. His special interests in the status and quality of children's life in urban environment in Iran's changing situation is a new approach in Iran's children's literature. Not only he tries to reflect daily life of children in urban areas, but also he pays attention to children's hidden and deep feelings and their understanding of the world.

Speaking of children's rights, such as, their privacy, freedom of human relationships, emotional and sexual health in urban areas and vulnerability to the world of economy and politics give a prominent figure to this collection of stories. The descriptive, comical, and at the same time logical language of this book, as well as, its intimate approach to adolescents' issues grabs the attention of the young reader and motivate him to follow the stories to the end.
Mehmane Mahtab (The Moon’s Guest)

Fazel and Kamel are inseparable twins, as a single soul inhabiting two bodies. However, when Iran-Iraq war begins, their paths separate. Kamel regards the onset of war and their departure from Abadan as an opportunity for moving to a new world, for progress and education. But Fazel chooses a different path: staying and fighting. As time passes and various events occur, each brother in his chosen path changes gradually and enters a new phase of his life.
When the family arrives at Mahshahr, Fazel decides to go back to Abadan and fight next to his brother Adel, who joined the Resistance from the beginning, in order to keep Khorraramshahr from falling. On his way back to Abadan, Fazel meets a fellow traveler, a pregnant woman named Parvaneh, who like Fazel, is looking for someone: her husband Nosrat. As soon as they reach the town, Parvaneh sees her house in ruins. Only a mound of soil, bricks, and tangled girders remain of her home. Spotting the baby cradle that is jutting out of the debris overwhelms Parvaneh. Fazel takes her to his home, and in order to find Adel and Nosrat, he goes to see Ali the kebab seller, their mutual acquaintance. Fazel and Kamel used to work for Ali during summer breaks and Adel knew Ali from before. Ali has now joined the supply unit in the rear and cooks for soldiers. He informs Fazel that Adel has been killed in an explosion and takes him to his grave. Gradually, Fazel becomes acquainted with the truth of war and the ever-lurking danger.

However, Kamel and the rest of the family, who have chosen migration, are not living very comfortably either. Not yet being aware of the realities of the war, people in other cities do not treat them well and regard them as gutless deserters. In Shiraz, they are thrown out of the park at night, and, in Isfahan, Fazel and Kamel’s Uncle Aziz’s car is stolen. Kamel, who up to that point had hopes of going to Tehran, studying, and becoming an engineer, has no choice but to stay in Isfahan with the family.
Father's leg is broken in an accident, and Kamel becomes the family's breadwinner. He witnesses the sufferings and degeneration of many families who have become displaced like them, staying in a temporary camp. His mother has bought a sewing machine to help with the expenses by tailoring. His sister cannot attend the university anymore. On the other hand, being displaced and under financial strain, some of his peers, like his cousin Louis, have become delinquents and thieves. Kamel is engaged in an internal struggle all the time, comparing himself to Fazel. He thinks others regard Fazel's choice as more proper than his, inwardly admiring Fazel and condemning him.

Fazel is now Ali's right hand. He accompanies Ali from daybreak and provides the supplies to the rear with his help. Day by day, the siege becomes tighter and the situation more difficult. Nosrat asks Fazel to take Parvaneh to a safe location. Fred, who is reluctant to leave, finally accepts as he cannot say no to Nosrat. He takes Parvaneh to Shiraz and returns to Abadan immediately. He is on his way back, but the road is closed from a point onward. Perforce, he goes on foot. He becomes the traveling companion of a motley group, individuals who are each on their way to Abadan due to their own ideas and wishes: one to trade, another to stay and keep the town alive, and yet another to retrieve the treasure he has hidden somewhere in Abadan. One of the travelers gets killed on the way and Fazel sees
how death moves neck and neck with them. At last he gets home. Now the shadow of the war has fallen more heavily than before. Granny Jerman, the old Armenian woman, has stayed back plus one or two others. He returns to his old job helping Ali, the kebab seller, and working with the supply line to send provisions from the rear to the fighters.

Father, whose leg is better now, comes to Abadan in search of Adel and Fazel. Fazel has to give him the news of Adel's martyrdom. Father needs to return, but he does not insist on Fazel's returning with him. He now believes that Fazel has the maturity to operate and survive on his own under those urgent circumstances. Fazel stays behind to continue defending the town and supporting the fighters.

The situation at the camp worsens and becomes harsher every day. Father now knows that he has diabetes and loses one foot to infection. Kamel's internal struggle continues. He is now very distant from his dreams. He is neither going to school nor is he residing in the capital. His parents insist that he should not work and should study instead, but he now feels more responsible for his family. However, he still feels Fazel's presence, as if it is pulling him like magnet. He feels he has to go, that Fazel is calling him. Finally, it makes up his mind. There is a recruiting in the camp for soldiers to be sent to the front. Mother and Father are against his decision at first, but at last when Father's
relative comes to inform Father of a job opportunity, his parents give their consent for his going to the front and, in truth, for his joining Fazel. The war is going on in Abadan with more intensity and cruelty than ever before. Just a few minutes after Granny Jerman's son, who has come from Germany for his mother, leaves with her, Granny Jerman's home is blotted out by a missile. Before departing, Granny Jerman gives her late husband's empty gun to Fazel, hoping that it might be of use to him someday. In a difficult night, the fighters and the remaining citizens succeed in driving back the Iraqis, who have entered the town from the other side, and save the town. That night, many get injured or killed. However, fighters' resistance to keep Khorramshahr from falling is fruitless. Khorramshahr falls at last. Fazel, who is now a few feet away from the enemy, incidentally enters a house that has fallen into Iraqis' hands, and an unexploded missile is suspended through its kitchen ceiling. One of the Iraqis notices Fazel's presence, but Fazel threatens him with Granny Jerman's gun and manages to get the Iraqi soldier's weapon. Following an explosion, the missile and the kitchen gas cylinder explode, Fazel is badly burnt and is sent on a launch to another town for treatment. Parvaneh and Nossrat go with him on this trip. Everybody is heartbroken and in despair over the fall of Khorramshahr and the fact that many fighters, friends, and fellow townsmen, especially Ali, the kebab seller, have been
martyred. Another boat comes towards them. Fresh forces are aboard it. Fazel feels Kamel's presence and catches a glimpse of him on the upcoming boat. Kamel also stares at those who are aboard the launch. Fazel must be somewhere nearby. Fazel's face is totally burned, but Kamel does not need to see his brother's face to be able to recognize him. He can smell Fazel in the air. He jumps into the water and finally gets in front of his long-separated half — like a mirror. They are next to each other again, both with the same will and the same wish.

The Moon's Guest is a dual narration of the early days of Iran-Iraq War. Many books have been written about this war and what went on in the fronts. However, at the time that the Moon's Guest was published (1996), few works had focused on normal people who were hurt and displaced because of the outbreak of the war. Migrants and regular citizens who had to leave their homes when the war started are a main part of the reality of the war, and it took years for them to be seen, for other people to learn what they had gone through. The Moon's Guest not only tells the events happening at the front line, but also narrates the lives of those people who were forced to leave peace and happiness in their defenses homes and step onto a path whose end is not known to anyone. They are just looking for a safe, quiet corner to rebuild their lives, but sometimes they are not admitted to urban areas and sometimes they are regarded with contempt for their
inevitable escape. Their children's dreams are obliterated and their teenagers get sucked into addiction and delinquency. War does not just kill people physically, it blemishes human dignity and injures the soul. Hassanzadeh portrays this aspect of war beautifully, and of course bitterly, in the Moon’s Guest. He has successfully bridged the two aspects of all wars, namely the political and the social aspects, depicting both of them tangibly and realistically. In fact, the two characters Fazel and Kamel each symbolize one of these aspects and the two aspects converge at the end of the story because they are, in fact, inseparable. The ruins brought about by war are not limited to the front lines, they pervade the deepest layers of society. Hassanzadeh, who is a war migrant himself, has actually reproduced his life experience in this novel. The Moon's Guest is like a message to the post-war generations, so they would know what wartime teenagers went through and how they faced the fiend of war, both those teenagers who were present in the battlefield and those who, in search of a safe haven, wandered through various towns and villages. May the post-war generations think of peace and strive to achieve a world without war, violence, and bloodshed.
Aghrab haye Kashti Bambak (Bambaak’s Scorpions)

Bambaak’s Scorpions is a novel about the life of some teenagers from Abadan, who work in a graveyard in the midst of the Islamic Revolution of Iran and political conflicts. Abadan is a city in the south of Iran with oil wells. These teenagers have formed a gang called "Scorpions" and gather in an abandoned ship called Bobmak. Kholou and his friends have found a suitcase and some photos and come across a family of the employees of the Oil Company. The father of this family, due to political activities, has been arrested and his son, having founded this group, has joined the Scorpions gang. Kholou has no mother and lives with his father. Bringing
some forbidden books to the house, he makes some trouble for his addicted and illiterate father and gets lonelier than before, but after a while, the security police releases his father who knows nothing from prison. Affected by the revolutionary atmosphere of those days which are replete with political unrest, these young people make a dangerous attempt and knock out a policeman, thinking he is an influential agent of the secret security police, seize him and take him to their place, Bambaak. The policeman, whose name is Ghorban, is a neighbor and father of Kholou’s beloved girl. In fact, he is only a traffic officer who has even been ill-treated by the government. Policeman Ghorban becomes a friend of the children and as he is pursued by the police, he stays in the ship for some days for the danger to pass. In addition, Kholou’s father marries a woman working in the graveyard and brings her with her children to his house, but of course Kholou reacts unfavorably to this. Telling Ghorban’s wife and daughter that he is alive, Kholouin a way confesses his love to his beloved girl, and, in the end after accepting his stepmother and the new conditions in his life, he returns home.

The paramount feature of this story is its natural and indirect humor. The playful acts which make the story attractive are appropriate for teenagers. Even the swear words are expressed in a way that they are fundamentally erotic but not offensive and, with a brief
implication, appeal to the intelligent reader. The writer has adeptly incorporated the humor found in the language of people living in the south of Iran into his work and draws upon different techniques of humor such as verbal irony and situational irony. Using comic situations which go beyond mere puns and verbal irony have made this work worthier than even his own other works. Considering the lack of comic young adult novels in Iran, Bambaak's Scorpions is noteworthy and with a special place.

The next point is that the story is told from a teenager's point of view. Kholou, the main character of the story and a member of the gang, narrates the story in response to the author's request and in some cases he makes some references to the author, using the money from him to buy drugs. After his father is arrested, Kholou becomes completely alone and feels that he needs his father in spite of all his bad characteristics. After internal struggles, he copes with his stepmother and his new brothers and sisters.

The sympathy and friendliness found among his teenage peers are manifest in the gang. Whatever they do, they do it together and the loneliness and family weaknesses are somehow filled by his peers. Bambaak ship is a hangout to which the members of the gang resort in order to escape social disorders, family problems and financial issues. Introducing a new boy from a different social class into Scorpions gang is a positive act in order to build a bridge
between different social classes while the differences are revealed in detail throughout the novel and an emphasis is made upon them. This does not only show a conflict between that boy and Kholou or his friends but also reflects the mess in which the people of southern Iran live, especially given that the newcomer comes from a middle-class family and other people are below poverty line and have no access to the minimums.

One can easily see the effect of political ideologies on teenagers and their participation in social movements in large numbers throughout the story. Political slogans enter their daily language and, given that adolescence is a period full of excitement, they affect their actions although Kholou and his friends do not understand the exact meaning of the slogans and the ideology behind them; a superficial meaning of the slogans suffices them. The need for an excitement is manifested in selecting a name for a group consisting of friends, reaching its peak when they kidnap the policeman Ghorban. The teenagers from all walks of life like to play a role in protests and the revolutionary atmosphere. Ideological harms and teenagers' ignorance of mechanisms dominating them are revealed indirectly in the story.

Regardless of the prevailing political aspirations, the teenagers use ideological slogans just to strike a pose; for example, in order to show off in the presence of his beloved, he calls a simple quarrel
a revolutionary act. Moreover, the story shows how stories and movies can be effective in forming models and desires for love among teenagers, just as the teenager intends to kidnap his beloved girl, like what he has seen in popular movies. Bringing up the subject of teenage love with physical features, idealism, and romantic fantasizing is another characteristic of this book. Although there is no physical contact between Kholou and his beloved, the narrator's descriptions of the girl's physical beauty are notable.
Hasti

Hasti is a teenage girl who lives in south region of Iran with her family. The story begins with Hasti's fight with her father. Hasti has a character and behaves in a way that is not considered appropriate for a girl according to the social norms of her community. She behaves in a way that is considered boyish. Actually, she is a girl who likes to be a boy. She loves to play football, wear boy's outfit and hates dolls and all of these are not acceptable from a girl in a traditional community.
The war between Iran and Iraq (1981-1989) adds to Hasti's personal issues and makes everything more complex. With the emergence of war, Hasti and her family are forced to leave their house and city.

Hasti's Family live in the city of Abadan, close to the borders of Iraq and thus one of the first places to be involved directly in the war. Hasti and her family were among many other families who have to leave everything behind and flee. Hasti's father is a weak and coward person and the insecurity that comes with the war adds to Hasti's difficult relationship with her father.

The father is not willing to become a voluntary soldier and go to war, just like other men in the neighborhood, and fight for his country. In Hasti's eyes the family is worth nothing for her father and he is not willing to make any effort to make his family's life better. Not only he would not go to the war just as Uncle Jamshid did, but also does not have any job to support his family during the hard time.

Birth of Hasti's younger brother in the midst of the war and the father's joblessness added to the family's problems and turns life to a crisis. Hasti's mom has a strong personality. She tries to protect and support the family but is not successful. Eventually, Hasti problems and issues that each teenager in any part of the world experiences at some point of her life. Gender identity is
one of the most important issues that most teenagers get involved with at this point in their lives. Hasan Zade has touched upon this issue and shows how traditional and social restrictions may shake this identity. Hasti is a heroine who does not give in to the cliche and restrictions and tries to build her life the way she wants.

Hasti's gender identity issue is the core of the story and the other events become side stories. Hasti does not get along with traditional expectations of girls and women and is willing to make an example of being a girl that may be in conflict with many of the community's values. Some of the characters in the story have sympathy with her, such as Hasti's aunt, who is a college aged young woman and can be the representative of the intellectual section of the community. When Hasti runs away from home stays with her aunt who tries to help Hasti get rid of social cliché and discover her real self.

This story has solid structure and narration. By creating conflicts and crisis in the story, the author keeps the attention of the reader and with a peaceful view point tries to picture disasters such as war and displacement.

Hasan Zade spent his childhood in south of Iran and his childhood experiences helps him to create one of the most successful local fictions for adolescents in Iran. Hasti's story
shows how war can influence children's lives and change their childhood. The characters in the story speak with southern accent and this beautifully reflects the milieu where the story occurs.

Hasti is one of the most successful fictions for adolescents in recent years in Iran. It has not only been appreciated by the young readers but also has won several prizes from various organizations in the country.
In Veblog Vagozar Mishavad
(This Weblog Will Be Transferred)

Dorna is a teenage girl who loves literature and writing. She lives in Abadan (a harbor in south of Iran). She has a blog named A Bunch of Keys. Accidentally, Dorna she meets a bookseller named Mr. Zaal and the story forms around this meeting. She finds an outworn notebook in an old book shelf in the back of Mr. Zaal's book store and reads it.
Each chapter of the book is one part of the story that Dorna posts on her blog. Dorna goes back in Zaal's lifetime and tells the story of Him and his love Fariba. As a young boy, Zaal has no family and works at a pet store (only selling birds). The owner of the pet store is a harsh man who does not have a kind heart. One of best parts of the story is when the pet seller rapes Zaal and causes severe emotional issues in the young boy to the point that he even tries to commit suicide.

When the war between Iran and Iraq begins (1981), Abadan and other cities in the south turn into dangerous war zones. Life turns upside down and Fariba's family who live in the same neighborhood as Zaal leave the city and all of a sudden Zaal's dreams are ruined. Zaal who is in love with Fariba had long been waiting for the right moment to let her know of his love, but the war and then Fariba's migration change everything. The war changes Zaal's own life, as well. The pet owner and Zaal are also forced to leave their store behind and flee from the city. They flee to the desert outside the city and suddenly find themselves confronting Iraqi soldiers. Zaal takes advantage of this opportunity and runs away from the cruel pet seller.

Gradually, other characters enter the story. Latif, is a cyclist, teenage boy who is a friend of Zaal and seems to be in love with Fariba secretly. It seems like there is a hidden love competition
between the two boys. But, Latif's destiny is to lose his legs during sever bombings on the city of Abadan.

In this book, HasanZade works with strong themes such as teenage love, loyalty and so on, and thus creates a situation where he can speak of the issues that teenagers experience and get involved with. The author describes Zaal's love for Fariba with such wonderful details that is very exeptional in Iran's current fictions for adolescents due to limitations assigned by the state officials. Female characters and their feminine characteristics are beautifully described. They are active and effective and fight for their love and dreams.

HasanZade tries to attract his readers and make them want to follow the story by creating characters who are real. He uses the opportunity of the story to speak of some realities which are dark and bitter, but the vehicle of literature gives the reader the opportunity to encounter them in a secure and healing way. The dark subjects that the author brings in his book are war and its destructive consequences such as displacement, migration, as well as, working children, sexual assaults and other violent behavior against them in workplace and psychological issues that are results of such behavior. Implementing items such as selling birds and birds in the cage can be symbols that picture
Zaal's situation as if he is a prisoner to whom problems and difficulties show up from all directions. However, the way the author brings about these issues seems to be the first thing that catches the reader's interest. Each chapter of the book is a post on the blog. Sometimes, the author tries to get closer to the language of today's teenagers and implement terms that are frequently used by them. This approach in literature of the book and selecting the form of a blog to tell the story are notable characteristics of this book.

The author creates an interesting opportunity to unfold more details of the story by applying the form of a blog. In the story, the readers of the blog leave comments for the posts and some knots in the story are unfolded through these comments. This form also brings the people of current generation into the story as readers of the blog who leave comments.

This media (the blog) provides the opportunity of making conversations for the young readers and thus engages them actively in and through the events of the story. To follow up with the story, they are led to read the posts and comments as well as the story of Zaal from the old notebook, put everything together like pieces of a puzzle and realize that mr. Zaal is the same figure as the young Zaal and is the boy who worked at the pet store. At the end, the readers realize that mr. Zaal has kept the keys of Fariba's house with a hope that she and her family would come finally back to their house.
Ziba Sedayam Kon (Call Me Ziba)

The young adult novel Call Me Ziba is the latest book written by Farhad Hassanzadeh, dealing with guardianless children, child laborers, those living in the slums of Tehran the capital city of Iran, and huge social gaps in this city. The main character of the story is a 15 year-old girl named Ziba whose father is hospitalized in a mental hospital for an unknown period of time, her mother has got married and she herself lives
in a dormitory of a welfare organization. Like his other novels written for young adults, Hassanzadeh has selected the first person point of view. Narrating her most inner feelings affected by being released, Ziba raises sympathy in the reader.

On her birthday, she helps her father run away from the mental hospital so the two of them can celebrate it together, have lunch and dinner in a revolving restaurant and Father buy Ziba a gift.
On their first encounter, Ziba finds out that her father lacks psychological balance. He looks at her with eyes full of fear, rage, and a lot of words and arguments, eyes which are as scary as Ziba's childhood was. However, unlike the other children in the dormitory who hate their fathers, Ziba loves hers. Father also loves Ziba. Ziba and her father need each other, but he sometimes becomes as frightful as a monster.
Both want to have a good day together. However, recalling his memories, Father reaches the threshold of psychological seizure, and whenever he gets like that, Ziba has to make him take a pill.
Her father has been a victim of terror in the days of war, having been affected by a blast wave there, which has harmed him psychologically. However, her mother says he suffers from periodic insanity and Ziba does not know how this insanity starts. Whenever he got nervous, he ran out of pills or money to buy pills, he had money but forgot to buy pills or forgot to take them on time, the
house turned into a hell. It was Ziba who would curl up then, trying to suffer less from his father's whipping. After being beaten by him, Ziba would go to bed, tearful and hurting, and the next morning she woke up with her father crying, apologizing, and caressing her. In spite of censorship in Iran, the author finds a way to dodge it very skillfully and implies Father suspects Mother of cheating on him.

On Ziba’s last birthday, he becomes suspicious of Mother and goes crazy and punches and kicks the heater. Some boiling water gets splashed on her face. Mother is taken to the hospital, Father to the mental hospital, and Zibais left alone and confused.

In order to make a living, pay the court for a divorce from Father, and support her addiction, she entrusts Ziba to a man called Aghabala. Her father had no clue that she had married Aghabla after getting a divorce from him. Aghabala has rented out Ziba to Ramazan, the newspaperman near Mellat Park, to sell flowers, tissues, newspapers and chewing gums for him at street intersections, and whatever money she gets, she gives to Ramazan every night. At night, Ramazan would take his own and Aghabala’s shares and give little to Ziba. Aghabala had even made Ziba steal things. He father did not know that at last she ran away from her mother and her husband’s place, becoming homeless and living on the streets and being helped by the very author of this book. And currently, she lives in a dormitory for guardianless children.
One can find references to Ziba’s illusions, fear, and horror in the book, which are indicative of a harmed teenager, a wandering and depressed one. Ziba herself likes to take one of Father’s pills, so that she may forget her past.

The atmosphere prevailing in the story describes the conflict between the slums and the downtown of Tehran, where glances, behaviors, cars, buildings, stores and banks humiliate Ziba and her father. A city where neither its restaurants, nor its cafes and shopping centers have a place for them.

Ziba is anxious, waiting for a horrible accident. She regrets that she has been her father’s accomplice, but Father wins her over with flattery and bizarre arguments in the form of humor. His arguments are new and interesting to Ziba. He talks with words of a different kind. He tells her he is a roommate of a journalist, a writer, and a doctor.

The day is approaching its end. Ziba wants to take him back to the mental hospital as she is afraid of his psychological imbalance. But now that he has tasted freedom, he rejects being taken back to the mental hospital.

Her father intends to take her to a room above the tower crane. Ziba has surrendered herself to him completely like a crow chick and follows him. When they arrive at the room above the tower crane, they give a loud hoot of joy.
They are standing on the top of a city which has ruined their identity and left them alone, one in a dormitory for guardianless children and the other in a mental hospital.

Her father brings out the cake and the candles out of his trousers pocket and lights the candles, and Ziba plays a musical instrument. Ziba is worried because Father has got a bee under his bonnet to fly from an altitude where even crows do not dare to. Ziba gives him a pill, but he throws it down from the tower crane window. She gets more worried.

In the end, white-clad officers of the mental hospital take Ziba and her father down, driving her father away in an ambulance. Ziba is standing alone, dumbfounded and confused under the rain in a half-dark blind alley when her phone rings. It is the author, asking her, "Why don't you come here? The children and I are waiting for you with a cake in the dormitory."
Kooti Kooti

Imagine that you have a thousand feet instead of two. When you put your first foot through a doorway, how long would it take for your last foot to go through the same doorway? What would you do on a football field, in a bathtub, etc.?

The main character of Kooti Kooti stories is a millipede with a thousand feet who faces a thousand problems, and when he cannot solve the problems, he cries cupfuls of tears.
When Kooti Kooti sees that a few of the neighbors have shoes, he asks his father to buy shoes for him. However, since Father does not have much money, he does as Mother suggests: each month he buys one pair of shoes for Kooti Kooti. Finally, after a few years, he has various types of shoes for all his feet, but now the pair he got in the first month has become too tight for him.

When Kooti Kooti plays football, he steps over everyone's feet. When he takes a bath, scrubbing the soles of his feet takes a whole day. Nobody is willing to play Atal Matal Tootooleh (a game in which counting the players' legs is essential) because it is very difficult to.
count his legs. Kooti Kooti's adventures are humorous, and while they bring the child joy and laughter, they strengthen the spirit of questioning and criticizing in the young reader. When one of Kooti Kooti's shoes gets torn, he wails and whines, but upon seeing a small worm who neither has legs nor shoes and yet crawls laughingly as he goes to school, Kooti Kooti stops complaining. Some of the stories in the series are metaphorical and not only Kooti Kooti but the child audience are induced to think. More importantly, they help the child understand metaphors because metaphors are formed in the actions of Kooti Kooti.
Like every other child, Kooti Kooti likes to play truant every now and again. So he moans and groans. His 55th foot is hurting. Pain shoots up his 220th foot. His 333rd foot is itching badly. His 442nd foot is swollen. His 678th foot... oh, no, it has caught a chill... and putting on an act, he grumbles.

The young reader's emotional intelligence is empowered along with Kooti Kooti's because with Kooti Kooti, they experience their own inner needs as well as those of others and also experience how to interact with others.

Kooti Kooti represents a young child whose parents do not understand his problem because they do not do what he does, like
wearing shoes and trousers. Kooti Kooti does not want to be like his parents. He does not even want to be like Mrs. Fly, who tries on shoes once and then throws them away.

He wants to be himself, so he embraces the problems wholeheartedly:
because he loves shoes...
because he loves trousers...
he loves washing socks...

More importantly, the child easily understands metaphors in Kooti Kooti’s adventures. In the Iranian children’s book market, Kooti Kooti
is one of the few comic works written for preschoolers. We know that there are few comic books, especially for young children, but Kooti Kooti's humor is sweet and charming even for very young children.

The book illustration has invigorated the characterization of Kooti Kooti, Mother, Father, Grandfather, and Grandmother. And it is inspiring for those youngsters who work on such artistic books. Kooti Kooti is fit for 4-10 year-old children. 4-7 year-old children who are incapable of metaphor comprehension but are metaphor makers can become familiar with metaphors through Kooti Kooti's actions. 7-10 year old children who understand metaphors, but cannot make them are encouraged to create metaphors.

The Institute for the Intellectual Development of Children and Young Adults (Kanoon), the publisher of the three-volume Kooti Kooti series, has published the first volume in Kurdish, English, Mandarin, and Malay as well.
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چراچه‌ها از کتاب درسی بیزانند؟

فرامرز حسن‌زاده کتابی به نام "چراچه‌ها از کتاب درسی بیزانند؟" را در ماه می‌ماه به چاپ درآورد. این کتاب به شیوه‌ای خصوصی و قوی فکر و ایده‌سازی را بررسی کرده و نشان می‌دهد که چراچه‌ها از کتاب درسی بیزانند.

بهترین رمان نوجوان فارسی دهه ۸۰ به انتخاب ۲۶ نویسنده و معتقدات نوجوان

ویژه نوشته‌هایی برای نوجوانان در این کتاب پرداخته شده است که بهترین رمان نوجوان فارسی دهه ۸۰ را به انتخاب ۲۶ نویسنده و معتقدات نوجوان معرفی می‌کند.
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It is the story of an old friendship between two friends and acquaintances and their subsequent love affair. The story of a generation whose lives were shaped after the 1979 revolution and then by the unfortunate war.

The silence...


13. Bordbār, Māsomeh.” A Psychological Survey on Young Adult’s Protagonists of the Realistic Novels by Farhad Hassanzadeh”. M.A. dissertation on Children & Young adults’ literature, Hormozgān University; Faculty of Human sciences & Literature, 2017.
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دستان ایرانی: فل، پیغ
فرهنگ‌سوز، نویسنده، کودک و تابستان

به همراه کر دیابا جنگ

ادیبیات

کفتوار با فراهند سرخ همینه روشن حیات خلوت

حیات شلوغ آبادان
در حیات خلوت
بی‌تهمین

قدیم اوین ندوه که مزرعه‌های آن از ایران و عراق بود، از همسان جنگی نماشگری بود و تصمیم به شکوه و شورایی که به آن فردی می‌خواند و خوب‌ویو و مهربانی را از سرمان مستحاشان عضو‌پذیر دارد.

است: عمرو پهلوی بازمانده شیخ پهلوی، وزیر دفاع و اجوایی برای بهترین می‌دانست که توانایی و خیزه‌های دیپلمات در اختیار دارد و پیشگیری برای این که آن‌ها که به آن‌ها توجه نمی‌کند، هنگامی که برای آن‌ها نقش می‌باید، به‌طور کلی باید به آن‌ها توجه نمی‌کند.

پیچه‌ها در این داستان پاساگی را گرگان می‌گیرند، در آن‌ها ناشی می‌شود، همه آن‌ها ناشی می‌شود، همه آن‌ها ناشی می‌شود.
Farhad Hassanzadeh
the Versatile Artisan of Life Stories

Articles

Kerman's Tales of Mejd
Translated into English
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